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I'm Cisco Suarez, and a week ago I was dead.Cursed into serving a clandestine shadow group, I
have a lot of blood on my hands. Good thing I also have a juvenile problem with authority. I'm not
taking orders anymore, and the first thing on my bucket list is bringing them down.If I'm good at
anything, it's looking in dark places. But I've got shadows of my own. Horrific deeds coming back to
haunt me, and not the metaphorical kind of haunting, either. I'm talking ghosts, mages, and that
thing with the glowing red eyes.Just goes to show you, it really is true what they say. What goes
around comes around. I only hope to give more than I get.Is resurrection overrated or what?
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Because you've got a strong rival here!Shadow Play takes us deeper into Cisco's dark world. There
are poltergeists, elementals, and one of those Kung-fu fighting fans. And also an attacking hot
tub.There are twists and turns as Cisco draws ever closer to the masterminds responsible for his
death. Some questions are answered and more are raised. All of it is set against the colorful
backdrop of Miami, with its fascinating people and history. That's the best part about urban

fantasy.But having read Shadow Play, I'm charging into HeartStrings with trepidation. Cisco's got a
lot more hurt coming, and I love every word.

I had read the first in the series and enjoyed it but it was missing a larger picture. By continuing the
journey Cisco finds his past and future are both clear and murky. One of my favorite quotes is how
karma is going to kick his butt. And does it. Cisco moves from a bad to the bone voodoo hitman to a
severely broken person. I am very interested in seeing if there are any pieces left to pickup at the
end of this ride.

This book keeps the story rolling from the first page. It just flows and is a lot of fun. The magic is far
more imaginative then anything I have read since Sanderson. Keeps you interested and the twists
are not nearly as predictable as a lot of stuff out there.

Well. I have bad news. I read Book 2 in the Black Magic Outlaw series, SHADOW PLAY, by Domino
Finn in one night. Why is this bad news? Let me tell you. I have no idea how long I will now have to
wait for Book 3. A week? A month? A year?It was only yesterday that I finished reading Book 1,
DEAD MAN. I am not sure what else I can say that I didn't already say in that review. It seems like
just a few days have transpired between books 1 and 2. Cisco Suarez (the necromancer, shadow
charmer, and classically trained in voodoo), is still looking for answers.Cisco is determined to solve
his murder, and the reason behind why his family was also killed. The case seems to revolve
around the Horn of Subjugation -- whatever that is/does. Looking for answers isn't easy though.
Cisco's violent past (when he spent ten years as a zombie under someone else's control -- a time
when everyone believed he was dead) is interfering. Literally. Ghosts from the Murk want their
revenge. Cisco is their target.I just l0ve the noir style writing. Gritty. Raw. Finn spices his narrative
with humor, and just floods it with tension. Cisco is one of those characters you can't help but like,
can't help but root for! The complex plot is laid out nicely because of Finn's storytelling talent.I don't
know how else to make this clear: If you are not reading books by Domino Finn, you are missing
out.Phillip TomassoAuthor of Severed Empire: Wizard's Rise

Having read the first two books of this series, I am quite intrigued and plan on reading the rest. The
subject matter is fascinating and the characters are fully realized. Thoroughly enjoy his writing style
and approach, as well as the unusual subject matter.

Fast pace, good dialogue and Cisco, with all his bravado seems to grow on you. The "magic" is
inventive as is his vulnerability.Enjoyed the second more than the first as Cisco grew more
multidimensional.

I read hundreds of kindle books every 1-2 years and this is one of the better offerings from the huge
array of ebook authors.Like the first book in the series, it's a bit messy in the beginning, with the
author trying to simultaneously shove us face first into a grubby blur of action, while trying , in a
somewhat clumsy manner, to explain the magical world the main character lives in. But after that, it
moves quite smoothly and it's quite fun, with some twists, and lots of action. It seems the conspiracy
which swallowed Cisco's life, is alive and well, and larger than he thought possible.The fact that this
book has so few reviews is a plus- it means he has not paid for a bucket load of 5 star reviews
which gush about how awesome it is.I do recommend this book.

The characters are growing on me. Read the first one, it was ok, this, the second installment was
better. Not sure why I liked it more, maybe just have more invested in the story after reading the first
book, but I like the main character, his snark, some of the other characters are growing on me, and
I'm interested to read what happens next.
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